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Julie Mehretu and Jessica Rankin are both artists with distinct and highly 
personal approaches to abstraction. Julie Mehretu is best known for large-
scale, gestural paintings. Her work conveys a compression of time, space, 
and place and a collapse of art historical references. Known for a deep 
political and social engagement, her dynamic compositions have been lauded 
for their capacity to convey the energy, chaos and urgency of our global-
ized world. Mehretu’s recent work has delved further into the liminal „third 
space,“ offering a more personal, contemplative, and pared down response 
to our contemporary moment. Rankin’s expansive maps of landscapes dotted 
with codes, signs, and symbols refer to the processes of memory, intuition, 
and interpretation. Mountain ranges, constellations, thermodynamic read-
ings, lines of stream-of-consciousness text, and neurological signals morph, 
merge, and stretch across her embroideries and works on paper. The night sky 
holds a special relevance in Rankin’s recent practice where her works of-
ten reference the celestial constellations of specific days. By focusing on a 
discreet, private moment and connecting it to the universality of the night 
sky, she places the personal within a broader macro-relationship to time and 
space. 

Struggling With Words That Count plays with the boundaries of abstract art 
and the momentum that occurs when lines, colours and surfaces come to de-
pict, once again, a reality or an experience. While Mehretu primarily uses 
the metropolitan dynamic, Rankin reworks the typical compositions of geo-
graphical and astronomical maps into lively organisms.

Julie Mehretu (b.1970) and Jessica Rankin (b.1971) both live and work in New 
York. A recent exhibition entitled Earthfold at Museum Dhondt-Dhaenens in 
Belgium featured collaborative works and key works by each artist.  
Mehretu is the recipient of many awards from the US Department of State 
Medal of Arts Award (2015) to the MacArthur Fellow (2005) a.o.. She has par-
ticipated in extensive group and solo exhibitions internationally. Mehretu’s 
selected exhibitions include the forthcoming solo exhibition at LACMA, Los 
Angeles (2019); Serralves Museum, Porto (2017); Fondation Botin, Santander 
(2017). Past solo exhibitions include: The Forever Now: Contemporary Paint-
ing in an Atemporal World, MoMA, New York (2015); 12th Sharjah Biennial 
(2015); (d)OCUMENTA (13), Kassel (2012); Julie Mehretu: Grey Area, Deutsche 
Guggenheim, Berlin & Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York (2009); and Ju-
lie Mehretu: Black City, Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebaek (2007). 
Rankin’s recent exhibitions include The Drawing Center, New York, USA 
(2014); SCAD, Atlanta (2013); PS1 Contemporary Arts Center, New York (2006); 
and Franklin Artworks, Minneapolis (2005).
 




